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Hop Chart Hop Substitutes And
This hop chart will help you find the right variety of hops for your beer. Maybe you're looking for a
hop variety that falls in a certain Alpha Acid percentage, or maybe you're looking for a hop
substitute due to a shortage, whatever the reason, the following hop chart will help you find what
you're looking for.
Hop Chart, Hop Substitutes and Hop Characteristics
This chart of domestic (USA) hop substitutions provided by Hopunion helps you identify options
when you're unable to find a specific hop variety. ... Many hop varieties can be used instead of hard
to obtain hops with great success. All hop varieties are domestic (USA) unless labeled otherwise. ...
Join the American Homebrewers Association or ...
Hop Substitutions | American Homebrewers Association
Hop Substitution Chart. Homebrewing recipes. Articles about hops, yeast, grain, beer styles and
more
Hop Substitution Chart ::: Brew365
Hop Substitution Chart . The purpose of this chart is to help you find the right variety of hops for
your beer, either by beer style or alpha acid %. In addition, if the hop you are looking for is not
readily available then potential substitutions are listed. Hop Name Hop Alpha Acid % Common Beer
Styles Hop Substitutions Hop Characteristics
Hop Substitution Chart - Aussie Brewmakers
Use our Hop Substitution chart to determine the best matches for hop combinations or hop
replacements in your recipes. Just select a hop from the table for substitutes with similar
characteristics.
Hop Substitution Chart - txbrewing.com
Home » Useful Information » Hop Substitution Chart . Hop Substitution Chart: The guide below
shows which hops are used in which beers and provides suitable substitutes. Hop Name. Hop Alpha
Acid % Common Beer Styles. Possible Hop Substitutions. Hop Characteristics. Admiral (U.K.) 13.5%
to 16%. Ale.
Which Hops Should I Use? - thehappybrewer.com
Comparing and Selecting Hops. So how do I choose the right hops for my beer? With such a wide
range of flavor and aroma characteristics, this chart can serve as a helpful guide to more than one
hundred varieties. Whether you are trying to duplicate a style or are looking to experiment, the
following list can help to get you started.
Comparing and Selecting Hops - Brew Your Own
I wouldn't worry too much about substitution charts in this context - they're normally aimed at
people who want to taste as similar as they can to the original recipe given that they can't get hold
of X Y and Z hops, not people who are deliberately shooting for something a bit different from the
original recipe.
Hop Substitutions... | Community | BeerAdvocate
that’s the case, don’t panic! A lot of hop varieties have been developed over the years from very
similar parent stock and have similar, if not identical characteristics. The following table shows a list
of hop varieties with suggested substitutions: Hop Variety Possible Substitutes Admiral Target,
Northdown, Challenger
Hop Variety Possible Substitutes - Country Brewer
Used as a kettle hop for bittering. Zeus: 13%-17% : Columbus: Aromatic and pleasant. ...
Hops Chart - Onebeer.net
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The other chart on the bottom is a good hop substitution chart. This knowledge is pretty good for
learning what couples with what. It is pretty helpful when you get to the point of wanting to add
multiple hops in a brew. This information can be found on Brew 365 website as well. How to use this
info
hop substitutes Archives - Jay's Brewing
hopslist 2014 hop substitutes / Page 1 hopslist is your FRee online resource for extensive
information on over 240+ hop varieties. From beer style information and acid percentages right
through to oil composition and potential substitutes. www.hopslist.com Hop Substitutes March 2014
courtesy of Admiral Chinook, Northdown, Challenger,
March 2014 courtesy of Hop Substitutes - Hopslist
How the calculator works. There is no shortage of hop substitution recommendation charts online,
so why create another one? I wanted to take a more statistical approach to looking at hop
substitutions, so I gathered all of the data I have for the 2014 hop crop sent to me by YCH HOPS
and looked only at the aromatic inducing oil compounds for each hop (B-Pinene, Linalool, Myrcene,
Caryophyllene ...
Hop Replacement Calculator - Scott Janish
I love hops. I love that there are so absurdly many types of hops out there, with new ones being
bred all the time.But this very reason to master the Way of the Hop can make it hard to do so.
Bear Flavored's Ultimate Guide To Hop Varieties / Hop ...
Hallertau Mittelfruh Floral, grassy, herbal. 6/10 3-6% Lagers and light English Ales. Liberty,
hersbrucker. Harmione Czech aroma hop 5/10 5-8% Lagers and light English Ales.
Hop Characteristics IntensityAlpha Acid range Uses Try
Beautifully designed art prints visualizing the data behind things we love, including the Hops Chart,
Whiskey Chart, and the Harvest Chart. Beautifully designed art prints visualizing the data behind
things we love, including the Hops Chart, Whiskey Chart, and the Harvest Chart. ... Data Supply Co.
...
Data Supply Co. | Data Supply Co. - Data Visualization Prints
A comprehensive list of hops with possible hop substitutions and hop profiles. Find hop substitutions
for your homebrew recipe and check the profiles of hops. Admiral Hop Pellets (UK) Bittering Hops
13.5% to 16% Ale U.K. Target, U.K. Northdown, U.K. Challenger Known for its bittering potential.
Agnus Bittering & Ar
Hops Substitution Chart with Hops Profiles – HomeBrew4Less.com
Hop Reference Chart By: Ben Bakelaar. ... and nothing else. But if you read through this chart, and
consider that hops are an agricultural product that varies in consistency, I think what you’ll find is
that while there are certainly some unique irreplaceable hops, the majority of them have valid
substitutes that are perhaps even more similar ...
Hop Reference Chart By: Ben Bakelaar | love2brew.com
The following chart allows you to sort, search and filter by country, aroma, beer style and what the
hop is typically used for! It's the perfect tool for discovering new hops, hops to substitute with in a
pinch and figuring out what the perfect hop addition will be for your next American Style Citrus IPA.
Hops Chart - Straight 2 The Pint
Hop Variety Chart As a certifiable hop head, I’ve found that I need a quick and easy reference to
help me keep some of these varieties straight. I’ll be adding some more personalized notes as I feel
like it, or as I try a new beer with them.
Hop Variety Chart « Rooftop Brew
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